A. Aqua Dozer
Prowl the ocean floor and scoop up crystals in the dozer's bucket. A working compass on the tail will guide this sneaky ship through dark underwater caves. And if you need to escape quickly, pop open the cockpit and zoom away in the mini stealth vehicle! Includes one Aquaraiders. Ages 8-12. 133 pieces.
#2161 Aqua Dozer $27.50

B. Shark's Crystal Cave
Follow the Aquashark ship — but watch out for its grasping claw arm, powerful magnetic arm, and glistening harpoons. The hideout has its dangers, too — like the secret cave dungeon that's almost impossible to escape from! You're sure to think up all kinds of amazing adventures with the hungry shark, mini-sub, two Aquasharks and real working compass. Ages 8-12. 253 pieces.
#6190 Shark's Crystal Cave $54.00

Shark's super ship sits on Crystal Cave to create "home base."

Customer Care Center
Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!
With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your budget won't be nibbled away by extra charges.
The prices you see include regular shipping and handling. Prices are guaranteed through 12/31/97.

Day-After-Tomorrow Delivery -- Only $5!
Need it quick? Express delivery is available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m.
Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days!

Look for this special symbol
Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.

An Important Safety Message
LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are not suitable and may pose a hazard to children under three years of age. LEGO DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under three.
are here!

C. Crystal Scavenger
From the eerie green cockpit of the Crystal Scavenger, the Aquaraider uses the ship’s drill and underwater saw to tunnel through the ocean floor in search of crystals. One Aquaraider with a green hook, for a hand, sits at the controls. 107 pieces.

#2160 Crystal Scavenger $16.50

Store underwater saw in back cockpit.

Stash crystals in secret box in back.

NEW!

D. Aquaraiders T-shirt
Join the Aquaraiders in one of their sneaky adventures when you wear this exclusive LEGO T-shirt! It’s made of medium weight, preshrunk 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine wash and dry as often as you like—it won’t shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. (Please indicate size on order form).

#TS01 Aquaraiders T-shirt
Youth Sizes:
M (10-12), L (14-16) $12.00
Adult Sizes:
S, M, L, XL $14.00

Magnetic crystal grabbing arm snatches the crystal box!

Launch mini-sub with grabber arm!

NEW!

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee
We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there’s any reason you’re not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Hydro Reef Wrecker
You’re armed with not one, not two, but THREE super powerful drills to bore through the ocean floor in search of crystals! Fold side fins in to slice through the water, then roll along on the wheels to conquer the ocean floor. Also includes two crystal storage boxes in the back of the ship, working compass, 4 crystals and two sneaky Aquaraiders. Ages 8-12. 276 pieces.
#2162 Hydro Reef Wrecker $44.00

B. #5160 Aquazone Accessory Pack
Ages 5-12.
21 Pieces. $3.00

C. Deep Sea Predator
One look at this sub strikes fear into the heart of any Aquanaut. At the helm is an Aquashark, armed with a harpoon and knives, his only protection against the dangers of the deep sea. And swimming alongside is a man-eating shark! 99 pieces.
#6155 Deep Sea Predator $22.00

Front and back hatches open and close—perfect for slashing stolen crystals and quick getaways.

Choose the best drill for each mission and put it on the front of the ship!
**D. Crystal Crawler**
For even more exciting adventures, add the Crystal Crawler to your Aquanaut fleet. This sleek ship is perfect for high speed underwater chases — with four separate propellers, it can zoom forward and backward through the water in pursuit of crystal-snatching Aquasharks. Once you've chased the Aquasharks away, roll along the ocean floor, picking up crystals with two grabbing arms. Aquanaut included. 92 pieces.
#6145 Crystal Crawler $13.25

**E. #6104 Aquazone Divers**
Ages 6-12. 20 pieces. $6.75

**F. Neptune Discovery Lab**
Feel a sense of pride as you build and control the heart of the entire underwater operation — the lab where priceless crystals are harvested. The submarine uses its grabbing and magnetic arms to bring the crystals in. Use the crane to unload the crystals — then send the sub back out for another daring mission in uncharted territory. But watch out for that octopus — it looks hungry!
Ages 8-12. 192 pieces.
#6195 Neptune Discovery Lab $99.00

With this working compass, you'll never get lost!

Unload crystals on conveyor with crafty crane... Cool!

Scoop up crystals with sub's slick grabbing and magnetic arms!
A. Sting Ray Explorer
Shipwreck, seaweed -- or stingray! View it all from the portholes of this high-tech submersible. A separate underwater video camera system scans the ocean floor and can film even the darkest depths. Includes 3 divers, underwater camera and lots of diving gear. 147 pieces.
#6442 Sting Ray Explorer $22.00

B. Diving Expedition Explorer
It's the biggest diving expedition ever -- and you're the captain of the mission! Down in the ocean depths the divers search for treasure -- and hope they don't find the octopus cave by mistake! Comes with five divers, boat captain, a skeleton and all kinds of dangerous sea creatures and undersea treasures.
Ages 8-12. 464 pieces.
#6580 Diving Expedition Explorer $79.00

Not Available in any Store!

Nice back flip!

Lift and lower the shark cage and sub with the crane.
C. Deep Reef Refuge
Dive down to amazing depths!
Dock the laboratory on the ocean floor — it's equipped with an x-ray machine to study underwater organisms. Mayday! A great white shark, stingray and sawfish are surrounding the lab — but not for long! The submersible equipped with grabber arms can quickly chase them away. Also includes 4 divers, boat captain, dolphin, octopus, special underwater clues and lots of diving gear.
Ages 8-12. 433 pieces.
#6441 Deep Reef Refuge $66.00

D. Treasure Hunters
Launch the submersible from the expedition boat with the tow line and get ready for an amazing underwater expedition. A special deep sea camera lets you film the mysteries of the deep. Includes expedition ship, submersible, 2 divers, boat captain, stingray and lots of diving gear.
139 pieces.
#6557 Treasure Hunters $22.00

Not Available in any Store!
Frightfully Fun Fright Knights!

A. Witch’s Magic Manor
Willa the Witch can see your every move in her crystal ball, so watch out, she could be anywhere — flying around in her witchcraft or even on her fire-breathing dragon! Your only escape may be the trick revolving wall. Includes dragon, Willa the Witch, 3 knights, skeleton and 1 Dark Forest renegade. Ages 7-12. 255 pieces. #6087 Witch’s Magic Manor $44.00

B. #6007 Bat Lord
Ages 5-12
15 pieces. $4.50

C. #6027 Bat Lord’s Catapult
51 pieces. $6.75
**D. Night Lords Castle**

This massive 23 inch tall castle is filled with magic... like a flying, fire-breathing dragon... a witch and her crystal ball... a haunted tower... secret exits and all kinds of other tricks and traps. Also, comes with five nights, lots of bats, skeleton, two horses and many magical surprises.

Ages 8-12. 598 pieces.

**E. #6105 Medieval Knights**

28 pieces. $6.75

**F. #6037 Witch's Windship**

59 pieces. $8.75

---

Who needs a broom when you can fly a Windship!

You never know who'll pop up in this crystal ball!

Use chain to raise and lower the gate.

Secret revolving wall is great for quick escapes!

---

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Explorien Starship
Join the fearless crew of the Explorien's largest ship! Scan the galaxy for unknown danger with a powerful satellite dish and alien clue decoding equipment. Starship comes complete with detachable satellites, an adjustable telescopic laser — even an android. Ages 9-12. 652 pieces. #6682 Explorien Starship $38.00

Over 20 inches long!

Wings fold down when it's time to blast-off!

B. Robo Stalker
The Robo Stalker is here to protect the planet — and you're at the controls! Flexible arms have a drill for boring through solid rock and a groggy claw for snatching aliens on the run. Open the secret robo disk compartments under its ears and add extra robo disks to supercharge this Stalker for special missions. This robot makes robo-skating look easy — four sets of wheels let it roll across any planet. Includes 2 Robo figures. 270 pieces. #2153 Robo Stalker $33.00

Need to get away quick? Pop off this robot's head and cruise!

Head swivels and arms are super flexible!

Open door in robot's back to reveal secret control center!
C. Robo Raptor
Stomp, stomp, stomp go the powerful feet as this ferocious robotic dinosaur patrols the planet. Its head swivels, its claws grab and its tail and arms move up and down too — so those aliens better look out when this member of the Roboforce is on patrol! Includes one Roboforce figure and three robo disks. 220 pieces.
#2152 Robo Raptor $22.00

D. #2151 Robo Raider
135 pieces. $13.25

E. Robo Master
This massive, scorpion-like robot speeds along tough terrain on twelve heavy-duty wheels and is loaded with special features! Flexible claw and laser arms make catching space aliens a snap. Plus special holograms on tail and feet send and receive messages and detect danger throughout the galaxy. Includes two Robo figures and three robo disks.
Ages 8-12. 362 pieces.
#2154 Robo Master $44.00
**A. Perfect for busy little hands!**

The harbor has a dock for loading, a truck for driving, a working hook and reel, a fishing boat and a lifeboat to zoom through the seas. There’s even a friendly whale to keep your child company on his/her endless adventures! Includes three harbor workers. Ages 2-5. 42 pieces.

[#2687 Harbor $52.00](#)

**B. Babies love to stack ‘em up and topple them down!**

Then as your little one gets ready for DUPLO blocks, just use the special adapter block and the pieces can work together. Also includes a baseplate, elephant, mirror block, three rattling blocks, wagon and more. Ages 6-24 months. 24 pieces.

[#2089 Extra Large Stack ‘N Learn $22.00](#)

**C. “Chug, chug!” “Choo-choo!”**

The sounds your child makes while building and pushing this play train are half the fun. Wheels roll easily on the floor or on any of the DUPLO tracks. Comes with a driver and pony. Ages 2-6. 10 pieces.

[#2791 Railroad Express $16.50](#)

**D. Additional Tracks**

Sometimes you just need a bit more track to make the train go where you want it to. These track sets give you infinite flexibility.

- #2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $6.50
- #2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch half circle. $6.50
E. Mommy, look at the caterpillar go!
When your child presses the caterpillar’s back, it moves across the floor! Lady bug and bumblebee blocks rattle and can be stacked on caterpillar’s back. Curved edges are designed for little hands and developing motor skills.
Ages 6-24 months. 3 pieces.
#2097 Caterpillar $11.00

F. Everybody loves a trip to the playground!
And this one is extra special because there’s a horse for riding around the park! Plus there’s a swing that rocks back and forth, a table for a snack and flowers to enjoy. Ages 2-6. 32 pieces.
#2791 Playground $22.00

G. Fun at the DUPLO Farm
Your child will moo and oink and neigh and cluck while keeping busy on the DUPLO farm. There’s so much to do — like hitch up the cart or plow to the tractor, feed the animals, ride the horses, load blocks into the silo and release the trap door so they tumble into the tractor’s wagon. Includes large barn, two horses, two pigs, two cows, one sheep, three chickens and four farmers. Ages 2-5. 70 pieces.
#2699 Deluxe Farm $69.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
**A. A Bucket full of Building Fun!**
Wow! There are some pretty wild pieces in this jumbo bucket! Maybe you want to put the elephant head on the tiger stripe body. Or a person on the fish block. Or the horse head on a tree full of apples. There are also windows, doors, arches, a propeller, flowers and plenty of building bricks — 234 pieces in all. Ages 3-12.
#4134 3+ Large Bucket $22.00

**B. Build Like Crazy**
Includes 400 assorted LEGO bricks in five colors: 95 white, 95 blue, 81 yellow, 81 red and 48 black bricks in a variety of sizes.
#938 5+ Bulk Bricks $19.75

**C. Create a giant snail...**
...that’s also a house! Set your imagination free with 266 pieces of building fun. You’ll find bricks and special pieces in colors like pink and mint green for even more creative creations. Ages 5-12.
#4151 5+ Tote Pack $14.25

---

**Look What I Built!**
FreeStyle sets have the kind of specialty pieces we know kids love... wheels, hinges, propellers, curvy pieces, and little people that let kids create the wildest things possible!

**D. A Giant Bucket for Giant Imaginations**
Use the many special pieces — like animal heads, a propeller, four sets of wheels, doors, windows — to spark your imagination. A handle on top lets you take the bucket with you for building fun wherever you go!
Ages 4-12. 337 pieces.
#4146 4+ Bucket $30.00

---

**E. #4147 4+ Building Canister**
Ages 4-12. 182 pieces. $15.50

**F. Just Build It!**
You'll be amazed by all the imaginative creations your child can build from this box of 696 bricks and special pieces. Mini-figures, trees, umbrellas, flags, doors, windows and even flowers add to the fun! Also includes baseplate and brick separator.
Ages 6-12.
#4162 6+ Building Set $27.50
When your special project needs special pieces... 

**Build It Your Way**

with these Essential Extras!

**G.** #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks (45 degrees). 59 pieces. $5.50

**H.** #5152 Low Sloped Bricks (25 degrees). 60 pieces. $5.50

**I.** #5161 Inverted Roof Bricks 16 pieces. $3.00

**J.** Doors & Windows Plenty of doors and windows in this 38-piece assortment. 
#5149 Doors & Windows $5.50

**K.** Wheels & Bearings 
#5132 Wheels & Bearings 24 pieces. $3.50

**L.** Brick Separator Everyone needs one! This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart. 
#630 Brick Separator $2.25

**M.** #5146 Blue 
**N.** #5147 Red

**O.** 62 Bricks in Six Colors Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $5.50 each per color.

**Q.** #5140 - Red 
**P.** #5141 - Blue 
**Q.** #5142 - White 
**R.** #5143 - Yellow 
**S.** #5144 - Black 
**T.** #5145 - Gray

**NEW!**

**Z.** Hinges & Couplings Towers, cars, barns — almost everything you build is more fun with doors that really open and close. These hinges do the job. 31 pieces. 
#6165 Hinges & Couplings $3.00

**Start your creations here!**

Mammoth creations like skyscrapers or enchanted castles do much better with a baseplate foundation. Each durable baseplate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

**U.** #628 X-Large Gray Baseplate 15" x 15" $11.00

**V.** #629 3 Building Plates 2½" x 5" $5.50

**W.** #626 Large Green Baseplate 10" x 10" $5.50

**X.** #627 Large Blue Baseplate 10" x 10" $5.50

**Y.** Idea Book Build and create 11 new models for extra playtime fun with this 44 page Idea Book. Build 3 different town models, 1 castle model, 2 pirate models, 3 Aquazone models and 2 space vehicles! Oversized 8½" x 11¾" for easy use. 
#697 Idea Book $5.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Twisted Time Train
This wacky Twisted Time Train doesn't just take you through new territory—it carries you through TIME! So hold on tight for a wild ride. Includes 2 Time Twisters, glow-in-the-dark ghost, skeleton and tons of time treasures from other times!
Ages 6-12. 322 pieces.
#6437 Twisted Time Train $38.50

B. Royal Knight Castle
Adventure and mystery await you within the many secret rooms and hidden passages of the royal castle. When danger threatens—quick—close the drawbridge, and let the brave knights protect the King and his treasure. If all else fails, there's a skeleton and a glow-in-the-dark ghost to scare intruders away!
Ages 8-12. 743 pieces.
#6899 Royal Knight's Castle $109.00
C. #6899 Nebula Outpost
156 pieces. $16.50

D. Android Base
This awesome home base is equipped with futuristic communication satellites, holographic screen, alien clue decoder, and two spaceships. Includes two Explosions and one android!
Ages 8-12. 157 pieces. #6858 Android Base $44.00

E. #6336 Launch Response Unit
177 pieces. $16.50

F. Shark Cage Cove
Make sure you find the treasure before the shark and sawfish find...YOU! If their teeth look too sharp and too close you can always keep safe in the protective shark cage. Then signal your partner to hoist you up to the safety of the boat!
Includes boat captain, 2 divers, and lots of diving gear and underwater treasures. 185 pieces.
#6558 Shark Cage Cove $33.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Blaze Brigade
It's a snap to build — and a thrill to command! This large fire station gives you two fire trucks, a helicopter and 4 brave firefighters to tackle the toughest blazes. Also includes helicopter landing pad, oxygen tanks and fire extinguishers. 250 pieces.
#6554 Blaze Brigade $44.00

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

B. Bank
Put the money in the cash box, the cash boxes in the armored truck and the truck on the road to the bank! You've got to watch out for bank robbers with this much cash on hand, so check the bank's surveillance camera to make sure the coast is clear! Includes two armored truck drivers, ATM machine, cash boxes and lots of money. 96 pieces.
#5566 Bank $16.50

C. #6486 Fire Engine 64 pieces. $10.00

D. #6407 Fire Chief 24 pieces $5.50

NEW! Not Available in any Store!
E. Search N' Rescue

Never fear, the Search N' Rescue team is here, ready to save the day! Add your own siren sounds as propellers spin and wheels race to the site of any emergency. Team includes chopper, police van, trailer, dinghy, three rescue workers, and other vital rescue equipment. Ages 7-12. 261 pieces. #6545 Search N' Rescue $26.50

G. Metro PD Station

You're in command of every situation from the 3-story Metro PD Station. Check for criminal records on the computer station, then rush to the control tower to radio your helicopter, boat, and motorcycle officers. When you've captured the bad guys, lock them behind bars to keep the town safe! You've got all you need, with a police boat, chopper, prisoner transport vehicle, two motorcycles, 7 police officers and 1 prisoner!

Ages 8-12. 540 pieces. #6598 Metro PD Station $56.00

F. #6625 Speed Trackers

56 pieces. $6.75

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE! To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Get on the Fast Track

A. Octan Gas Station
It's a snap to build your very own Octan Gas Station! Get ready for all kinds of action — pumping gas, towing breakdowns and making repairs. Comes with a tow truck, gas pump with nozzle you can attach to the car, a working jack, lots of tools, two workers and a customer. 120 pieces.
#6548 Octan Gas Station $24.00

NEW!

B. Fast Track Finish
This is it — the moment of truth for two speedy race cars and their fearless drivers. Who will cross the finish line first? Only you can decide! Comes with a viewing tower, tow truck, 2 mechanics, race official, spectator, five signal flags and a pit stop full of tools and tires for quick fixes. Ages 7-12. 329 pieces.
#6337 Fast Track Finish $44.00

And the winner is... Turbo Charger!
D. Indy Transport
Piece together three sleek race cars. Load them on the truck with the special ramp. Then head for the track and put the pedal to the metal! Comes with cool chrome exhaust pipes, spare tires, hubs and all the tools you need for those last-minute repairs. Plus, you get three figures. Ages 7-12. 385 pieces.
#6335 Indy Transport $33.00

E. Roadblock Runners
Keep the roads safe! Quick as a wink you can build the helicopter, police car and two four-wheeled-drive trucks, then patrol the roads in search of speeders. Includes 2 officers, 2 speeders and two road plates for many hours of high speed adventures.
181 pieces.
#6349 Roadblock Runners $33.00

NEW!
Includes 2 road plates!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Save LEGO Island from going to pieces!

LEGO Island is the first ever 3D action adventure game that brings the fun, imaginative LEGO worlds to life on CD-ROM.

- Over 35 unique, animated LEGO characters come alive in a 3D environment that makes you feel like you’re REALLY in the LEGO world.
- Explore the island through the eyes of five very different LEGO characters.
- Age appropriate levels let you decide on how much of a challenge you’re up for and randomized animations make playing a new adventure every time!
- Hours of gameplay including over 3 hours of 3D animations and 90 minutes of original music!
- Customize the entire island and save it.

#CD100 LEGO Island CD-ROM Game $39.75

*Suggested Retail Price. Check your local computer store or retail outlet for availability.*

©1997 Mindscape, Inc. All rights reserved. Mindscape is a registered trademark of Mindscape, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective brands.
Construction Zone!

A-C. Construction Kit
This great construction kit includes:
A. #6581 Dig n' Dump
B. #6535 Dumper FREE!
C. #6565 Construction Crew
#6565 Construction Kit
A $34.25 Value. 239 pieces in all. Only $29.75!

A. Dig n' Dump
Alert! Alert! Road construction ahead! Slow down, cover your eyes, and zoom away. Two road workers included. Ages 7-12. 125 pieces.
#6581 Dig n' Dump $13.25

B. #6535 Dumper
Ages 6-12. 41 pieces. $4.50

Cool NEW Key Chains!

C. Construction Crew
A trio of trucks for all kinds of construction jobs. Best of all, they're a breeze to construct. After you build 'em, scoop and dump and drive through town! Includes 3 construction workers, roadblocks and tools to help you do the job done. Ages 5-12. 73 pieces.
#6565 Construction Crew $16.50

D. Key Chains
Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in town! Suitable for ages 5 and up.
$3.50 each.
#KC01 Tim
#KC02 Allen
#KC03 Chief
#9404 Majisto - not pictured

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day.
**Accessoryize**

Ages 5-12

with these one-of-a-kind bricks and special pieces.

A. #5130 Windows & Seats
   14 pieces. $3.00

C. #5135 Castle Accessories
   30 pieces. $3.50

B. #5050 Airplane

L. #5040 Royal Knights' Castle

P. Create your own road system.

Create your own unique LEGO community road system... then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates to build a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10" square.

Two plates per package.

---

**Collector's Classics**

Limited Quantities for all Items on this page!

A. #6044 King's Carriage
   Ages 7-12. 120 pieces. $16.50

B. #6665 River Runners
   Ages 5-12. 73 pieces. $7.25

C. #6619 Raven Racer
   Ages 5-12. 61 pieces. $7.25

D. Majisto's Magical Workshop

Lots of mysterious things can happen in Majisto's Magical Workshop—especially when you're holding his magic, glow-in-the-dark wand! Here's everything you need to concoct magical adventures—including secret treasure, mysterious flames and an armed knight. Ages 7-12. 184 pieces.

#6940 Majisto's Magical Workshop $26.00

E. Forbidden Cove

A secret cave, look-out tower, hidden treasure and statue with swirling head make the Forbidden Cove the most mysterious place in the islands. Two pirates want to steal the treasure, and two island guards will do everything in their power to protect it! Also includes a rowboat with pirate flag, canoe, treasure map, drum and crocodile. Ages 7-12. 207 pieces.

#6294 Forbidden Cove $29.75

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
"G’day, Mates!"
Welcome to the Outback!

NEW!

A. Outback Airstrip
See another side of the outback when you haul supplies with this cargo prop plane. Back hatch on plane opens to load and unload supplies. The airstrip is equipped with a windmill for checking wind direction before you attempt tricky landings! Comes with radio and CB bricks, plus three outback adventurers.
Ages 7-12. 157 pieces.
#6444 Outback Airstrip $22.00

B. Amazon Crossing
Beware when you approach! There's a nasty crocodile lurking under that rickety bridge -- one false move and you end up being its dinner... Luckily your four-wheel-drive vehicle can turn on a dime and race like the wind! Also, special cable on front of 4x4 helps pull this Australian adventurer out of difficult situations.
Ages 8-12. 117 pieces.
#6490 Amazon Crossing $16.50

NEW!
C. Mountain Rescue
No matter how steep the terrain you’ll be able to race to the rescue in this high powered helicopter. Comes with a crane for hoisting victims to the safety chopper, lots of tools and an Outback adventurer. 67 pieces.
#6487 Mountain Rescue $6.75

D. Crisis News Crew
“Lights, camera, action!” When emergency strikes, the news crew is quick on the scene. Race in the helicopter with the camera rolling, while the reporter zooms along in the TV van. Comes with pilot, camera person and reporter. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces
#6553 Crisis News Crew $13.25

E. #6550 Outback Racer 48 pieces. $4.50

F. Gator Landing
Build them carefully, because this boat and water plane have to get you into—and out of—the alligator infested swamp! Many hours of fun await you at the secret hideaway, with gold coins, cash, a hanging bridge and adventurers who will stop at nothing to keep their loot!
Ages 7-12. 232 pieces.
#6563 Gator Landing $27.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
B. Scorpion Detector
Gather alien clues with the magnetic arm and scan them through the clue decoder. You might see boxes — or even an actual alien. Use the telescopic laser cannon to search distant galaxies for alien secrets. Two alien clues, red and blue clue decoders and two Explorers included.
195 pieces.
#6938 Scorpion Detector $27.50

C. Shuttle Transcon 2
Fans of airplanes and space shuttles — this one's for you! The space shuttle has all kinds of realistic details — like a special arm that can be turned in any direction to launch satellites into space. And a cargo door that opens and closes. After an outer space adventure load the shuttle on to the back of the jumbo jet for the journey back home. Also comes with a repair vehicle, two workers and an astronaut.
320 pieces.
#6544 Shuttle Transcon 2 $38.50
**D. Whirling Time Warper**

Hold on to your hat and get ready to roll, flap, and twist through time! As you move this crazy time machine across the floor, the skulls pop up and down, the propeller spins and the jewel-filled drum turns. Comes with a glow-in-the-dark ghost and Tony the Time Twister. Ages 8-12. 147 pieces.

#6496 Whirling Time Warper $22.00

---

**E. #6258 Islander Catamaran**

58 pieces. $13.25

---

**F. Wave Cops**

You're in command of the seas when you build and drive this awesome police boat. Walkie talkies and megaphones put the power of communication in your hands. Then use the working winch to reel in those who break the law! Ages 6-12. 101 pieces.

#4012 Wave Cops $22.00

---

**G. Riptide Racer**

See how fast you can rip through the waves in this bright red and black racer. The rear opens for quick engine repairs. And the chrome-plated exhaust pipes take you faster than the speed of sound!

Ages 5-12. 53 pieces.

#4002 Riptide Racer $14.25

---

**H. C26 Sea Cutter**

When other boats are in trouble, the C26 Sea Cutter races to the rescue. It's the fastest speed boat around and is stocked with the latest rescue equipment. The sleek hull cuts through even the roughest ocean waters. Includes a three-person crew.

Ages 7-12. 193 pieces.

#4022 C26 Sea Cutter $33.00

---

**Check out the cool engine on this hot racer!**

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Rapid River Village
A complete tribal village and you’re the chief! You control the secret cave, the watchtower, 2 trapdoors and tree trunks that fall on command! Plus you get two tepees, a canoe, campfires, totem pole, two horses, seven figures, and two hollow tree trunks to hide in.
Ages 8-12. 343 pieces.
#6766 Rapid River Village $73.00

B. #5394 Horses & Saddles
12 pieces. $4.50

C. #5392 Wild West Accessories
31 pieces. $5.00

D. Rain Dance Ridge
Climb the ladder of this look-out spot by the creek. If you spot danger, hop on your horse and ride like the wind! But watch out for those slithering snakes...! Includes hollow tree stump to hide in and two figures. 71 pieces.
#6718 Rain Dance Ridge $8.75
E. Chief's Tepee
This place near the creek is perfect for tribal meetings with the chief, complete with a totem pole and decorated tepee. Comes with three figures, a horse, hollow tree trunk, snakes and birds.
Ages 7-12. 131 pieces.
#6746 Chief's Tepee $22.00

F. Boulder Cliff Canyon
High bluffs are your best defense against dangers. Giant boulders and bluffs give you plenty of look-out spots. Food and water are plentiful — but so are snakes! Settle in your tepee for the night — but make sure someone keeps watch through the long, dark night!
Ages 7-12. 250 pieces.
#6748 Boulder Cliff Canyon $44.00

G. #6709 Tribal Chief Ages 5-12. 14 pieces. $4.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Saddle up for some Wild West Action

A. Gold City Junction
Just like the early pioneers, you can build your own frontier mining town. But guard it closely — those bandits are robbin' the bank, holdin' up the stage coach, lootin' the General Store and just causin' trouble! Includes Sheriff Wild Wyatt West, deputy, banker, cavalry officer, Black Bart and 1 Cowboy. Ages 8-12. 337 pieces.

#6765 Gold City Junction $54.00

Insert dynamite brick into slot on stagecoach and the safe with all the money flies out!

B. Bandit's Secret Hideout
Look sharp and step lightly as you approach this abandoned gold mine — it's booby trapped! Watch your step — a trip wire sends a hidden cannon rolling out of the mine and a secret barrel drops down on intruders. Includes moveable stairs, a secret hiding place for gold, safe, gold coins, dynamite and card bricks, gold bugle, two cavalry officers and three bandits. 237 pieces.

#6761 Bandit's Secret Hideout $44.00

Stack stolen gold in secret spot under sign!

Booby trap the hideout with trip wire that sends the cannon rolling out the abandoned mine!
C. Fort Legoredo
Build this huge cavalry fort and let the flags wave high. Its 6 cavalry officers are prepared to tackle any trouble -- including those good-for-nothin' bandits. There are two trapdoors -- one sends cheating card players to prison and the other is a secret exit. Also includes a cannon, gold bugle, dynamite and card bricks, 3 bandits, 1 deputy, and secret places for stashing gold.
Ages 5-12. 688 pieces.
#6769 Fort Legoredo $39.00

D. Sheriff's Lock-Up
Stand tall and ride proud as you uphold the law! The jail holds your prisoner secure. Unless, that is, another bandit tries to break him out of jail. Includes Sheriff, deputy, 2 bandits, and dynamite, card and wanted poster bricks. 170 pieces.
#6755 Sheriff's Lock-Up $27.50
**E. Pirates Ambush**

Here's the pirate hideout that no unauthorized personnel can enter—thanks to the trick bridge. Includes 3 pirates, a crocodile, cannon, row boat and prison. 155 pieces.

#6249 Pirate's Ambush $22.00

**F. Cross Bone Clipper**

The Cross Bone Clipper is built for adventure! Its large red and white sail and moving rudder help speed this sleek ship through the water. The Clipper comes with a cannon, gold coins, map, pirate flag, Captain Red Beard and two crew members. 151 pieces.

#6250 Cross Bone Clipper $33.00

**G. Pirate's Perilous Pitfall**

Only the bravest—or most foolish—Imperial soldiers try to sneak into this pirate hideaway! Booby traps and the hideaway prison await the unwary. And one wrong step sends a boulder rolling down from the stone hideout. Includes treasure chest, gold coins, map, cannon, crocodile, rowboat, 5 pirates and Skull the skeleton. Ages 8-12. 392 pieces.

#6381 Pirate's Perilous Pitfall $73.00

---

One wrong step on the bridge sends a boulder rolling down the stone hideout.

Pull the string to lift the bridge!

--

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Think of this as
Grand Central Station
for Trains!

**A. Cargo Crane**
Take this giant telescopic crane on the rails for loading freight cars! The crane rotates a full 360 degrees and can be raised and lowered with the turn of a crank. Comes with a service car, container, tools and two workers. 278 pieces.
#4552 Cargo Crane $38.50

**B. Cargo Railway**
If you like trains and trucks you'll go CRAZY for the Cargo Railway! Hear the click of wheels as the awesome express locomotive and its four cargo containers whiz around the oval track, transporting money, mail, fuel and luggage. The transport truck unloads the four passenger containers -- sleeping compartments, dining areas and all! There are also 7 figures included and a 9-volt, plug-in transformer to get this train rolling -- fast!
335 pieces.
#4559 Cargo Railway $139.00

Freight trains... passenger trains... cargo loaders... you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains — right here on pages 36-39! So load'em up and let 'em roll — because you're really on the fast track now!

Travelers dine in style in the dining car.

Container loads trucks and unloads containers from train.

Electric 9V System
C. Freight Loading Station
You're in charge of this bustling station, where busy workers load freight cars with their cargo. The moveable crane has a winch to raise and lower containers. The office has everything you need to manage the operation, including a canteen and a phone booth. Three rail workers included.
Ages 7-12. 377 pieces.
#6555 Freight Loading Station $73.00

D. Level Crossing
Train's coming! Warn cars it's time to stop at the crossing while your train chugs by. Includes baseplate with rails to hook up to your rail system, two moveable crossing gates, a watchman's post and watchman. 133 pieces.
#4532 Level Crossing $24.00

Over 7 feet of running track!
A. Road N' Rail Repair
Two kinds of fun! First, maneuver the Road N’ Rail Repair on land as the shovel digs ditches to be used for new rails. Then attach the vehicle to a departing train for a ride along the railroad to the next work site. 81 pieces.
#4525 Road N’ Rail Repair $10.00

B. Deluxe Freight Train
All the action and excitement of a bustling train yard, complete with an engine, three flatbed train cars, containers for loading solids and liquids, two working cranes, a working scale, for weighing cargo, a truck and much more. Use the cranes to load the cars, make sure the load’s not too heavy, then let ‘em roll round the track. Requires #4548 9-volt Speed Regulator to operate (sold separately). 966 pieces.
#4565 Freight & Crane Railway $144.00

Create your own crane car - load the crane on to the train!

Over 7 feet of running track!
Two Hands!

Hard To Find

C. #4548 Speed Regulator
   3 pieces $46.00

Covered by a 1 year limited warranty.
For a free copy, please contact:
LEGO Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 1138
Enfield, CT 06083
or call 1-800-4-LEGO

D. Special Track Kit
Add over 7 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 1 set of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 1 set of switching rails (#4531). 30 pieces in all!
#K4530 Special Track Kit A $68.50 value.
NOW ONLY $55.00!

E. Deluxe Track Kit
Add over 19 feet of running track to your existing train set and create the awesome layout shown. Kit contains 3 sets of straight rails (#4515), 2 sets of curved rails (#4520) and 2 sets of switching rails (#4531). 52 pieces in all.
#K4531 Deluxe Track Kit A $123.00 value.
NOW ONLY $110.00!

G. #4515 Eight
   Straight Rails.
   More than 40 inches of track!
   $13.25

H. #4520 Eight Curved Rails.
   Enough for 27½ half circle!
   $13.25

I. #5304 Two Wheelsets
   $3.50
   2x

J. #5302 Two Bogieplates
   $2.50
   2x

K. #5300 Electric Train Motor
   3 pieces.  $27.50
   1x

L. #5303 Buffers, Magnets & Couplers
   6 pieces. $3.50
   2x

M. #5305 Connection Wire
   $8.75
   2x

N. #5309 Wagon Plate (red) $3.00
   1x

O. #5310 Lighting Brick
   4 pieces. $5.50
   1x

Now your trains can go wherever you want. Each rail is pre-assembled for ease in adding to your railway.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club—FREE!
Awesome Models For Big Time Builders!

Each model team set has building instructions for two models!

Lift the hood and check out the high-powered diesel engine!

Chrome exhaust pipes!

Over 13" long!

Includes instructions to build this awesome all-terrain truck!

A. Build You Own Monster Big Rig
It's loaded with extras and ready for the road. Authentic details include a V-8 diesel motor, working doors, sunroof, and steering. Plus, there's a sleeping cabin with all the comforts of home, like a bed, lamp, TV, CB-radio — even a coffee machine! And when you're finished, use the same pieces to build an awesome all-terrain truck! Ages 10+. 1,743 pieces.
#5571 Giant Truck $198.00

B. Blue Fury
It's a real beauty — you've built it with your own two hands! The details on this sleek blue hot rod are awesome, from its shining chrome lights to the windshield wipers that really move. For a change of action, use the same pieces to build a low-riding go-cart. 419 pieces.
#5541 Blue Fury $36.50

Includes instructions to build this cool go-cart!

LEGO SYSTEM
Ages 9 & up

NEW!

C. Big Foot 4x4
You're ready for any on-road or off-road adventure in this massive moving machine! A handle on the roof actually turns the tires for maneuvering in and out of tricky terrain. Doors open and close, side mirrors adjust and the back seats adjust too! When you're ready for even more action, use the same pieces to build a dune buggy to baja in the sand dunes. Ages 10+. 742 pieces.
#5591 Big Foot 4x4 $89.00

D. Mach II Red Bird Racer
Speed to the race track with the Red Bird Racing Team! First build the Red Bird Racer—super-charged and ready to win every race. No dragster would be complete without a spoiler and high-powered engine. Then, put together the all-terrain jeep with trailer to race you to the races. Next, use the same pieces to build a tractor trailer truck and jet plane. Tremendous detail, awesome realism and 1,162 pieces of building fun! Ages 10+.
#5591 Mach II Red Bird $110.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Search Sub
Prepare to be amazed by this deep sea submarine! Powered by pneumatics and the new air storage tank, its propellers spin, its periscope scans the horizon and its powerful front claw opens and closes to lift things off the ocean floor. Comes with a LEGO TECHNIC diver and building instructions for an alternate model with a detachable mini-sub. Ages 9+. 376 pieces.
#8250 Search Sub $49.50

Pump air into storage tank -- release pneumatic power when you need it!

NEW!

B. Chopper Force
Build this awesome helicopter, press the lever and watch the propellers whirl -- just like the real thing! Comes with a pilot ready for daring missions. Next use the same pieces to build a speed boat that you can motorize with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). Ages 8+. 260 pieces.
#6232 Chopper Force $27.50

NEW!

C. Tread Trekker
It's really 4 models in one. Piece together the totally cool Tread Trekker and watch those caterpillar treads cover all kinds of rough terrain. Your next job — use the same pieces to build a working all-terrain forklift. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately) to raise and lower the fork lift. Comes with a driver ready for any challenge. Ages 8+. 186 pieces.
#6229 Tread Trekker $22.00

Main model separates into 2 vehicles.

Motorize the All-Terrain Forklift!
**D. Pneumatic Log Loader**
Build the Pneumatic Log Loader and put its pneumatic power to work. You can lift and lower the crane arm and open and close the jaws for all of your loading jobs. Next, use the same pieces to build a double-axle container crane and motorize it with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately) to drive forwards and backwards. Ages 10+. 320 pieces.
#8443 Pneumatic Log Loader $39.00

**E. Turbo 1**
Here's one super-fast hot rod — and you get to build it with your own two hands. Use the realistic rack-and-pinion steering to guide it as it races across the floor! Then use the same pieces to build an alternate race car that you can motorize with #8720 Power Pack (sold separately). 91 pieces. #8216 Turbo 1 $11.00

**F. Giant Model Set**
For big time action build this massive, moving robot that stands over 15 inches tall. Turn the wheel on its back to move its head. Now take off the robots head and it becomes a mini spaceship ready to zip through the galaxy! Then use the same pieces to build a cat on wheels with mouth that opens and closes, and a helicopter. Add #8720 Power Pack (sold separately) to the helicopter to make the propeller spin. Ages 8+. 546 pieces.
#8277 Giant Model Set $44.00

**G. Power Pack**
Wheels turn and motors run when you add the 9V power pack to your LEGO TECHNIC Sets. Includes motor, battery box, rubber belts and assorted gears and bricks. Almost every LEGO TECHNIC set includes instructions to motorize models with the Power Pack. (Requires 6 AA Batteries-Not included). 54 pieces.
#8720 Power Pack $39.75

Sets marked with this symbol include detailed instructions for motorizing at least one model with the #8735 Power Pack. (See page 47)
YOU BUILD IT, YOU PROGRAM IT, YOU TELL IT WHAT TO DO!

Program the claw to grab, lift and load tires - then dump them out of the truck.

Scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell the truck what to do.

NEW! Not Available in any Store!

Over 18 inches long!

A. Barcode Multi-Set
This monster truck gives you absolutely amazing power with a motor, sound effects and a unique device that uses barcodes to program its movement. Use the special "Code Pilot" to scan bar codes on the Code Card to tell the truck what to do. Connect the Code Pilot to the truck and watch the truck get to work! Arm up, arm down, claw open, dumper dump, truck forward, truck backwards, sound effects — YOU CALL THE SHOTS! And if that's not enough, flip the Code Card over to record and play back music with the Code Pilot. Requires 6 AA batteries not included. Ages 11+ 1283 pieces.

INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS FOR 3 AWESOME ALTERNATE MODELS!

#8479 Barcode Multi-Set $184.00
A. Space Shuttle
Build your own Space Shuttle then put it into action with two different motors, a battery box and Fiber Optic System. Also includes manually retractable landing gear and moveable wing flaps. Next, dive into the deep with an awesome submarine you can build with the same pieces. Motors open the front hatch, lower a ramp, power a mini ocean floor scan vehicle forward and backward and flash the Fiber Optic System lights. 6 AA Batteries not included. Ages 11+. 1,366 pieces.
#8480 Space Shuttle $158.00

B. Formula Flash
Crazy about building? Nuts about speed? The Formula Flash is for you! Its low profile, air-filled tires are just waiting to race and rumble, while the 6-cylinder motor and its working pistons pound. Adjust those rear view mirrors to see the competition you leave in the dust! For even more action build the alternate hot rod model, then motorize it by adding #8720 Power Pack (sold separately on page 43.)
Ages 10+. 413 pieces.
#8440 Formula Flash $54.00

Front Wheel Steering!
AWESOME ACTION!

Fiber Optics
glow and pistons
pound as you
race to the
finish line.

C. Fiber Optic Multi-Set
Build a helicopter, dragster and even a
robo-firefly — then watch them glow when
you activate the state-of-the-art Fiber Optic
System (FOS). The FOS sends a red light
through the clear cables so that your models
look super-charged. Build a crank on the
helicopter to turn the rotor — use the same
crank on the robo-firefly to flap its wings.
Then, speed the dragster across the floor and
watch the pistons pump. Just for fun, use the
same pieces to build a speedboat and a
robot. Comes with a battery box that
activates the fiber optics (requires 1 9V
battery not included) and instructions to
build 5 models (1 not shown).
Ages 10+. 398 pieces.
#8456 Fiber Optic Multi-Set $74.00

Alternate Forest
Tractor Model
Use pneumatic power to scoop,
lift the bucket and dump.

Pump air into storage
tank— release pneumatic
power when you need it!

D. #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor 60 pieces. $42.00

D-E. Save 33% on the NEW
#8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor
...when you purchase #8459 Pneumatic Front-End
Loader! Ages 11+. 642 pieces in all!
#K8459 Pneumatic Front-End Loader Kit $110.00

E. Pneumatic Front-End Loader
It's pneumatic power at an all-new level —
thanks to the pneumatic air tank that stores
power until the moment you need it. Just pump
air into the storage tank and open the release
valve to scoop, lift the bucket and dump. Add
the new #8735 Power Pack (sold separately)
to motorize this awesome machine. Then
use the same pieces to build a
Forest Tractor with crane arm.
Ages 11+. 582 PCS
#8459 Pneumatic Front-End Loader $82.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day